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1 Introduction
Aquiller is a correspondence management system that is built inside SAP and that is designed to
work with the SAP HCM database. It allows for the design of standard letter templates which
can be merged with HCM data. The finalized letters, which are generated in PDF format, can be
emailed or printed directly, or through defined workflow gain approval, before being updated in
SAP.
Content and letter templates are created and maintained via a desktop application. Using these
pre-defined templates, users can generate correspondence for employees via the same
application. All other configuration is managed via the backend SAP system.
The aim of this user guide is to explain how users can generate and send correspondence within
the desktop application.
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2 Letter Writer
The Letter Writer module in Aquiller is used to generate and send a letter, contract or other
correspondence to a selected recipient(s). This is done via a simple process of selecting the
required template and then the employee(s) to whom the correspondence is to be sent.
Templates, which are created within the Content Builder and Letter Assembler modules, can
include placeholders for dynamic variables. The variables are populated when the letter is
generated as correspondence in Letter Writer. This might include details relating to the specific
employee, read from the HCM database, or other variables such as the current date.
Based on configuration and authorization settings, sections of text in a letter may need
modification prior to sending. Letter Writer allows for this editing of letters prior to dispatch.
The letter can be finalised by modifying the text in the standard template.
Letter Writer helps user to send letters by:





2.1

Displaying folders containing templates save in a structured Classification Hierarchy
Presenting a selection screen to identify one or more recipients
Prompting for additional user text and modifications to a letter
Letter preview and the generation of a PDF to be saved and sent to recipients
Before getting started

Click on the Letter Writer icon to open the module.

This will display icons for each of three steps in the letter writing process. The current stage in
the process is shown by an orange coloured icon.
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2.2 Choosing a letter template
Choosing a letter template is the first stage in Letter Writer. This is always pre-selected when
first accessing the module, as indicated by the orange icon.

Letter templates are accessed via a series of folders in the right-hand panel of the screen. This
folder structure reflects that Template Classification hierarchy. Each top-level folder can have
up to 5 levels of sub-folders.

A template can be saved in a folder at any level of the hierarchy and can also be saved in
multiple folders.
Click on the arrow to the left of a folder name to display a list of sub-folders.

Users can click on any folder or sub-folder to display all of the templates saved in that folder,
subject to the authorization they have. The list of templates in displayed in the central panel,
and users can double-click to select a template.
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2.3 Filtering of templates
A filter icon is displayed on the right of each column heading. Clicking on the filter icon displays
a Search box, where you can enter search text or select from a pre-populated drop down, to
further filter the results.

In the example above, the Title filter has been selected, and the text “joiner” has been entered.
As the filter text is typed, Aquiller performs a search of the templates based on the characters
entered. Users can also apply multiple filters.

Category indicates the level of confidentiality associated with a specific template, and may be
used to restrict access, based on the logged-in user. Stylesheets are the letterheads that have
been associated with each template. These might include the logo and address details of the
company. Multiple stylesheets may be used in Aquiller. Created by and Created on refer to the
user who created the template in Letter Assembler and the date when it was created.
All dropdown values are checked for selection by default. Users can remove the checked flag en
masse by selecting the All option, or can deselect individual values.
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2.4 Choose recipient
Once a template has been selected, the required recipient(s) are selected. A search panel is
displayed to assist in locating the required recipient(s). The list of recipients available for
selection is determined by your access to employees in the SAP HCM application.
The Search options available are listed below. Use the scroll bar to display all options.











First Name
Last Name
User ID
Personnel Number
Source Date
Organisation Unit
Job Title
Position
Cost Centre

Searches are not case sensitive, and users can add an asterisk(*) to any search field to perform
a wildcard search. The total number of employees meeting the selection criteria is displayed at
the top of the results list.

Click on the broom in the bottom left to clear the search panel entries.
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To see more of the text in each column, users can place the cursor on the column separator and
drag to the right or left to grow or shrink the column size.

TIP: If the correspondence is to be emailed to employees, check the Email Address on the
screen and update if it is incorrect before continuing.
2.5 Selecting a single recipient
To select only one recipient, click on the required row to highlight the employee.

2.6 Selecting multiple recipients
To add multiple recipients to a letter, toggle the Add Multiple Recipients button. This will
display a checkbox next to each recipient, allowing multiple entries to be selected.
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Click in the checkbox next to individual employees to select or deselect entries, or check the box
on the first line to select all listed employees.
Click on the View Recipient List button to display the selected recipients only.

2.7 Modifying the recipients list
Click on the X icon to remove a recipient from the list, or on the Add Recipient button to return
to the search screen to select additional recipients.

The process can be repeated until all required recipients have been added.

2.8 Generating the letter
Generating the letter combines the template with data from the SAP HCM database, specific to
the recipient(s) that has been selected.
Aquiller produces a preview of the content, so you can review the final letter and changes can
be made where required/allowed.
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2.8.1 Letter generation for a single recipient
To generate a letter for a single recipient, select the recipient by highlighting the relevant row
and click the Generate Letter button.

2.8.2 Letter generation for individual recipients from a list of multiple recipients
Letters can be generated for individual recipients included in a list of multiple recipients. Having
selected multiple recipients and clicked on the View Recipient List button, click on the Generate
Letter icon displayed for each entry to generate a letter for the required recipient.
Letters which have already been generated have their status updated with a different icon
(green tick) and the words Letter Generated are displayed in green.

2.8.3 Letter generation for multiple recipients
Letters can also be generated for multiple recipients in one step. However, selecting this option
will not allow the Aquiller generated letter or PDF to be previewed prior to sending.
Having selected multiple recipients and clicked on the View Recipient List button, click on the
Generate All button to generate letters for all required recipients.

A Letter Generation Report is displayed on screen, showing the Personnel Number, Aquiller
Letter Reference ID and Generation Status.
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The report can be downloaded to an MS Excel spreadsheet using the Export Report to Excel
button. Enter the location to which the report should be saved in the location prompt.

Helpful hints

 When a letter is generated using the Generate All button, the letter cannot be modified
before sending. User variables that require update will not be presented to you and a
preview of the letter is not available.

2.9 Finalizing the letter
After generating a letter for an individual recipient, a preview screen is displayed.
When the template is configured, paragraphs in the letter are classified as read-only or
modifiable. Hovering over the paragraph will display a box and tooltip identifying the paragraph
type.
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2.9.1 Editing letter text
Click in the page to begin editing the correspondence content, and simply type over the text
displayed. When a paragraph is highlighted as read-only, however, no changes can be made to
the text. In this case, should any of the employee details be incorrect, the database must be
updated and the letter regenerated.
Helpful hint

 The words [No Data Found] indicate that no value was found in the SAP HCM
database. Change the value in the letter, if it is modifiable, or update the value in SAP
HCM and reproduce the letter.

2.9.2 User data variables
Various types of variables can be inserted into the content, and all are auto-populated with data
from SAP HCM, with the exception of user data variables. These are placeholders which prompt
you to add content at the point when the letter is generated. All are displayed within arrow
parentheses (<< >>) and are circled in green.

There are five user data variables:
 User Date
 User Time
 Special Symbol
 Currency Amount
 String
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To edit a user data variable, double click on the prompt, circled in green. Enter the required
data in the dialog box and press Confirm when complete.

Helpful hints

 User data variables can only be used for letters generated from within the Letter
Writer module and where employee letters are generated individually, since they
require manual intervention to add the required content.
 If a user data variable is not filled in when reviewing the letter preview, Aquiller will
still continue to create the PDF.
 User data variables and changes to the letter text are not formatted or validated.
2.9.3 Rollback changes
To remove all changes made to the letter text and user data variables, click the Rollback
Changes button

2.9.4 Previewing the PDF
Click on the Preview PDF icon to view the generated PDF before sending.

The PDF preview screen is displayed, showing the finalised letter together with the stylesheet.
In this example, the stylesheet includes a company logo and address.
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The PDF cannot be modified from this view.
Click on the save button to save a local copy of the letter to a nominated location.
Click on the print button to print the letter on a selected printer.
Click on the exit button to return to Aquiller to send the letter.
2.9.5 Sending the correspondence
Click on the Send Correspondence icon, to send the letter to the employee.
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The Send Confirmation dialog will appear. If Yes is selected, the correspondence will be sent. If
No is selected the process will be aborted.

The configuration applied in the Letter Assembler to the template will determine the method of
delivery. The correspondence may be:

 Printed to a shared or local printer.
 Emailed as a PDF attachment. The header, body and attachment name for the email are
all drawn from the template configuration.
 Saved to a location including: a specific location on the network, the SAP Employee
record or to another location defined in the configuration.
In addition, a template may be configured to be routed for approval, requiring an employee to
approve the letter before it is sent to the recipient.
The routing may apply to a specific template, or may only become applicable when changes are
made to the text of the letter in Letter Preview.
2.9.6 Cancelling the process
Click on the Cancel icon to end the process and return to the Choose Letter Template screen.

Helpful hints

 If you wish to see letters that have been sent by your user, open the Letter Box
application, where a list of all letters generated by each user is saved.
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3 Reference Documents
FLM Connect Aquiller installation guide
FLM Connect Aquiller User Guide - Configuration
FLM Connect Aquiller User Guide - Letter Assembler
FLM Connect Aquiller User Guide – Content Builder
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